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The Jordanian Entrepreneurial 
Community’s vision is to see Amman as 
a bustling ecosystem of Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) start-ups. 
The partnership brings together the strengths 
of multiple actors, relevant ICT business 
leaders in Amman, among which the main 
partners can be summarised as follows:

•   MENA Apps (lead), a for-profit company that provides 
incubation services and angel funding targeting 
e-commerce, e-payments, etc. with a focus on 
creating authentic Arabic content on the internet

•   Oasis500, a private shareholding company that trains 
and funds start-up tech companies 

•   ARABRENEUR, a not for profit Arab Entrepreneurship 
initiative, an accelerator aimed at contributing to the 
development and growth of a socially conscious 
economy and civil society 

•   Int@j, network of the ICT sector and provider of 
technical assistance on a nationwide level 

The Amman-based Entrepreneurial Community builds 
local ICT innovation capability which they see as a 
key driver of local and national competitiveness. It 
spots, equips, funds, accompanies and promotes in a 
holistic collective effort selected innovative start-ups 
from an idea to maturity. Standing in the way of the 
Entrepreneurial Community’s vision is a skills gap that 
significantly increases the cost of doing business for 
the partners and the start-ups they help. 

In Amman there is no VET offer in the ICT sector. All 
relevant programmes are taught at universities that 
produce graduates with skills that do not meet the 
market demand, yet no change is foreseen in the offer 
of ICT education and training in the mid-term. There 
is also little dialogue between the private sector and 
education and training providers in the sector that is in 
continuous evolution with changes in innovation and 
professional profiles requiring updating of curricula for 
initial and continuous education.
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As a result, the ICT training offer in Amman doesn’t 
produce graduates with the relevant skills and abilities 
to enter or re-enter the workforce, and the cost of 
training is borne by the start-ups which weakens their 
competitiveness vis á vis multinationals with whom 
they compete to retain talent.  

There is potentially tremendous value-added in 
establishing clear and systemic coordination and 
planning in the provision of ICT education and training. 
More collaborative approaches to VET governance, 
and involving the Entrepreneurial Community for an 
accurate understanding of the real market demands 
based on practical evidence, would contribute to 
producing skills that meet the needs of the market and 
promote a dynamic domestic ICT sector. As potential 
spill-over from opening up governance approaches, 
the leading sector specialists, all engaged in the 
Entrepreneurial Community, could be invited to get 
involved in training by volunteer teaching at vocational 
schools or through provision of practical training in one 
of the many companies that form the partners and 
beneficiaries of the Entrepreneurial Community.
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Project:
In Amman there is no VET offer 
in the ICT sector. All relevant 
programmes are taught at 
universities that produce 
graduates with skills that do not 
meet the market demand

Angels and Exits:
Jordan’s emerging eco-system



The Jordan Entrepreneurial 
Community consists of a 
partnership between two 
businesses, MENA Apps 
and Oasis500, and Int@j, a 
private non-profit organisation 
promoting Jordanian software 
and IT services industry. The 
partnership: (i) accelerates  
start-ups and entrepreneurs;  
(ii) connects start-ups to mentors 
and other players in the eco-
system; (iii) opens doors for 
start-ups to grow locally and 
internationally; (iv) provides 
training and guidance on  
good governance and 
management of companies;  
and (v) empowers youth and 
women in the MENA region.

Rami Ejailat is the founder of IT support agency Experts 
911, an entrepreneur who left a stable job in a leading 
IT solutions distributor to pursue his dream of owning 
his own company. Ejailat is modest yet engaging as he 
outlines his priorities; family, community, and business 
ambition. He is honest about the challenges. 

“As an entrepreneur, struggle comes with the territory. 
It’s not an easy task, because you have to work late 
at night… you have to wear many hats… marketing, 
sales, accounting, finance. It can be a lot of stress. 
Starting a new business from scratch is definitely not 
easy.” Even with financial help from friends and family, 
which is common in Jordan, Ejailat needed more 
support. He secured initial investment from Oasis 
500, a seed-funder and business incubator set up by 
HM King Abdullah, but the gap between the seed-
funding he received and the big bucks of venture capital 
investment seemed unbridgeable. “That’s when MENA 
Apps came in and provided additional angel investment 
and acceleration to help me boost the idea, and so far 
we have been successful. The support, mentoring, and 
other assistance from the team behind MENA Apps 
was invaluable.”

Ejailat started with two employees, three years ago. 
Experts 911 now has eight full-time employees, and 
continues to grow. “We’re looking to hire even more. 
We have over 90 satisfied customers. That, for me, is 
helping the community; creating jobs, helping other 
businesses.”



Angels  in Amman
MENA Apps is a hybrid angel investor and business 
accelerator set up by Dr Abdulmalik Al-Jabr and his wife 
Rania Ghosheh. The model is based on their personal 
belief in an individual entrepreneur and their willingness 
to back that belief with their own money. The region has 
a population of some 400 million, with 70 per cent aged 
34 or under, internet penetration is roughly 50 per cent, 
and they enjoy the world’s highest per capita levels 
of social media usage, offering entrepreneurs huge 
potential markets, particularly in online business. The 
mission of MENA Apps is to mobilize economic and 
social development through commercial activity. This 
is exemplified by the company’s charitable foundation, 
which draws five per cent of profit and supports 
ARABRENEUR, a network contributing to the growth 
of a socially conscious economy and civil society in the 
MENA region.
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Project:
Internet penetration in the region 
is roughly 50 per cent, offering 
entrepreneurs huge potential 
markets, particularly in online 
business



The MENA Apps proposition is based on four pillars:

•   Physical hosting in a serviced office location 

•   Real-life mentoring by experts in all areas of startup 
and general business life

•   ‘Door-opening’, or introductions to potential investors, 
partners, and customers; and

•   Funding, via pitching opportunities with angel, 
venture capital, and institutional investors.

The hosting aspect is crucial, not just because of the 
shared services available such as IT, marketing, and 
legal support, but also because it creates opportunities 
for entrepreneurs to share experiences and best 
practice. Five years ago internet giant Yahoo! bought 
Jordanian startup Maktoob for $164 million. Such a 
high-value ‘exit’ remains rare, but Al-Jabr calls these 
exits the ‘salt’ of the entrepreneurial eco-system.

“Without such exits the whole thing will hit a wall 
and die. We are not going to see billion-dollar exits 
soon, that’s not going to happen. But we’re going to 
see tens of millions of dollars in exits soon. That will 
in turn encourage more angel investors, more venture 
capital funds, more seed funds. The minute you see 
four or five exits in the region of forty to a hundred 
million dollars then you’re going to see everything set 
on fire when it comes to investors, incubators, and 
accelerators.” 

A good fit
Al-Jabr explains that the decision to invest in a company 
is very much influenced by the personality of the 
entrepreneur, as well as the product and its potential 
scalability. “We have monthly events in different 
locations in Amman where start-ups pitch for angel 
investors. Rami was one of those who pitched. The 
personality was right, the ambition, and the product. 
It’s a cloud-based product, it is definitely scalable, and 
one of the key projects that could eventually create 
hundreds or even thousands of jobs.”  

Public sector appeal

Young people in Jordan see the 
public sector as a more attractive 
career destination than the private 
sector. ETF in-country research, part 
of the Torino Process assessment, 
revealed a widespread perception 
that pay and conditions are better in 
the public sector. 

Source: Youth Discussion  
Groups in Jordan,  
www.etf.europa.eu



Through Al-Jabr’s background in the 
telecommunications sector, and because of their  
focus on cloud-based and other ICT businesses,  
MENA Apps enjoys strong links with Int@j, the 
Information and Communications Technology 
Association of Jordan. As Rania Ghosheh notes,  
“Inta@j provides just the right place where 
entrepreneurs can interact with more established 
businesses. They can market, get technical support, 
good mentors, and training. Int@j holds a lot of training 
workshops, runs trade missions, and has influence at 
the level of policy-making.”

Learning and working – together 
Bashar Hawamdeh is vice-chair of Int@j, as well as CEO 
and co-founder of MENAiTech, a company specializing 
in software-based human resources solutions. “We 
are competing with the big boys in human capital 
management software worldwide, like Oracle, SAP, 

Ghosheh and Al-Jabr believe that Experts 911 
demonstrates the ideal characteristics for angel 
investment, because it is adding value socially as 
well as financially, contributing to the welfare of the 
whole country. Ghosheh adds; “We feel that we 
really accomplished our mission with this type of 
investment.”

The visible support of HM King Abdullah and HM 
Queen Rania is an important factor. They host pitching 
sessions in which entrepreneurs present ideas to 
investors, and the King has personally accompanied 
young entrepreneurs on missions to the United States 
to learn about the startup culture there, a culture rooted 
in the values of individual freedom and economic 
opportunity.  The theme of freeing people up to realise 
their ambitions touches a nerve in this part of the 
world. The Arab Spring grew out of a restlessness 
among populations long denied basic human rights 
and access to the benefits of globalization. As the 
revolutions spread, leaders in the region began to look 
at youth as a key demographic and to ask how they 
could help. Encouraging and enabling entrepreneurship 
represents a significant policy response. Dr Azzam 
Sleit, Minister of Information and Communication 
Technology, highlights the two routes young people can 
take in Jordan in IT and telecommunications careers.
 
“They can either look for jobs or create their own 
businesses. The government’s Graduate Internship 
Programme helps businesses employ IT graduates by 
paying half their monthly salary, in addition to providing 
training, during their first year of employment. There 
is a growing number of business incubators in Jordan 
where IT graduates who have new ideas can establish 
their own companies. The government also supports 
them by paying part of their salaries and by helping to 
find investors.”

Al-Jabr believes that policy changes are needed 
to secure the ongoing future of the Jordanian 
entrepreneurial eco-system. “The legal framework 
needs a lot of work to be conducive to angel investors 
and startups. The ease of registering and dissolving 
companies, treating startups with the uniqueness they 
require, is crucial. Right now there is no category in the 
law that covers startups.”

Project:
They host pitching sessions in 
which entrepreneurs present 
ideas to investors
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Project:
More accessible information about 
opportunities would encourage 
recruitment and development 
practices based on talent.

Incentivizing change, using good data

Improving data collection instruments 
would support analyses of labour market 
trends, and helping micro-enterprises with 
tax incentives, while strengthening labour 
inspection and skills upgrading for informal 
workers, could make the private sector 
more attractive both for entrepreneurs and 
employees.

Source: Employability in the Mediterranean 
Region 2014, www.etf.europa.eu

and JD Edwards. We have more than 1,200 customers 
using our solutions at enterprise level and we have 
initiated cloud-based businesses in human resources 
and customer relationship management.” MENAiTech’s 
journey started with two employees in one small 
office, and there are now 120 employees based 
around the region supporting a diversified product 
portfolio. Perhaps not surprisingly given their specialism 
Hawamdeh attributes a lot of his company’s success to 
their ability to attract and retain talent. “I’m especially 
proud of our employees at MENAiTech. Some of our 
people have been with us for over ten years and they 
are very loyal to the company.” 

Hawamdeh reveals concerns about the relationship 
between employers and the education system in 
Jordan. “I think there is an issue with outcomes. We 
need a complete change in the materials and the 
content of education, especially in the universities. It 



Transparency promotes equality

Young women and disadvantaged 
groups still find it hard to access 
the many jobs that are only shared 
through social networks and 
personal contacts. More accessible 
information about opportunities 
would encourage recruitment and 
development practices based on 
talent.

Source: Employability in the 
Mediterranean Region 2014,  
www.etf.europa.eu

will take time to do this. The easy solution is to have 
big training centres to bridge the gap between the 
outcomes of the education system and the needs of 
the private sector. To an extent this could be a soft skills 
training centre, or a technical and vocational training 
centre for information technology and other technical 
areas.”

Hawamdeh sees a wider value in this bridging function. 
“In order to improve all public-private partnerships we 
need regulation, and we should have one committee 
and one vision to do the job.” Rania Ghosheh shares his 
view. “We get support here in Jordan from the highest 
level. However, if we really want to have more impactful 
results, I would rather see one body handling the whole 
thing strategically and the others doing their jobs in 
coordination. Otherwise the risk is that outcomes are 
scattered and the benefit minimal.”

Ghosheh is also concerned about gender issues 
in Jordanian and regional business, and is taking 
steps to address this by creating Murshedat (‘female 
mentors’ in Arabic) as a mentoring platform under 
the ARABRENEUR umbrella. Jordan faces a paradox 
among its graduates; women are more likely to 
attend university than their male counterparts, but 
they are also more likely to be unemployed after 
graduating. However, the motive for supporting 
women entrepreneurs is not that obstacles facing 
entrepreneurs are gender-based, nor that Jordan’s 
entrepreneurial eco-system is closed to women. On the 
contrary, she says, female participation is high. What’s 
lacking, says Ghosheh, is relevant mentoring from 
role-models with local experience. There is much to be 
gained from international programmes, but they lack 
the cultural empathy that could make all the difference, 
particularly to women from more traditional sectors of 
society. Abdulmalik Al-Jabr takes the same message of 
inclusivity to the many schools and colleges where he 
is invited to speak.

“I came from a very simple family, a poor family, 
and made it to the highest posts, leading the most 
successful companies in the region. When I go and 
speak in schools, I say that where you start in life is 
not in your hands; but where you end, is only in your 
hands. Nobody in the whole world can stop you from 
dreaming, and from reaching and fulfilling your dream.”
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Jordan faces a paradox among its 
graduates; women are more likely 
to attend university than their 
male counterparts, but they are 
also more likely to be unemployed 
after graduating. 



The ETF is an EU agency that helps transition and developing 

countries to harness the potential of their human capital through  

the reform of education, training and labour market systems in  

the context of the EU’s external relations policy.


